
 

 

21st Century Pickups for the Modern Guitar Player

The XR Spectra pickups are medium-impedance pickups with a uniform frequency 
response from 20Hz to 20kHz. The XR Spectra pickup is engineered to capture the 
signal induced by the string with no added coloration. 

Features
• Active or passive configuration 
• Medium impedance (Mid-Z) 
• Low string-pull Neodymium magnets 
• 30kHz resonant frequency 
• Uniform frequency response to 20kHz 
• Humbucking dual rails 
• Can be combined in pairs for PAF “humbucker” form-factor 
• 3.3″, 3.5″ and 4.0″ standard widths. 4.5″ and 5.0″ extended widths 
• Optional Tone Block: Passive second-order resonant filter 
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Mid-Z
The XR Spectra is a dual-coil Mid-Z (medium impedance) pickup with 2000 turns 
AWG 42 magnet wire per coil and a magnetic structure with very low permeability, 
utilizing Neodymium magnets and a non-magnetic core that do not influence the 
inductance of the coils and no eddy currents that degrade the frequency response. 
The pickup has an expansive frequency response well above 20kHz. 

Conventional pickups require significantly many turns of wire to deliver a signal 
output sufficient to drive guitar amplifiers. The higher the number of turns, the 
stronger the output. But this comes at the expense of coloration of the sound, 
primarily determined by the pickup’s inductance, which forms a low-pass filter that 
attenuates frequencies above its cutoff frequency. As you increase the number of 
turns in the coil, you also increase the inductance, and the cutoff frequency is 
inversely proportional to the inductance. The higher the inductance, the darker the 
tone. 

The pickups magnetic structure also contributes to the inductance. In particular, the 
electromagnetic permeability has a multiplying effect on the inductance. 

But I do not have bat ears. Why will I want a pickup with a frequency 
range that extends beyond 20kHz? People do not want “high fidelity” 
pickups. They want the tones they hear on a record. And that is 
definitely not “high fidelity”. 

There’s an obvious reason why an artist paints on a white canvas. Gesso is used to 
prime the canvas before use. It is a white paint mixture consisting of a binder mixed 
with chalk, gypsum, pigment, or any combination of these. You have a consistent 
base where you paint over with whatever colors you choose. 

The same reason holds for guitar pickups. A full-range pickup with uniform 
frequency response is like a blank white canvas. You do not typically use full-range 
pickups as-is, although there are situations where you might want to. Such situations 
are rare — as rare as completely white paintings. No, what you do is paint over the 
canvas! You use tone-shapers, EQs, resonant filters to get the desired tone/color. 

Traditional high impedance (Hi-Z) pickups have their own baked-in character. You 
will have to replace the pickup to get a different tone — defined by the pickup’s 
frequency response and characterized by its resonant frequency, which typically 
starts to fall off around 2-6 kHz. The XR Spectra pickups, on the other hand, allow 
you to change the pickup’s tone anytime using post EQs. 
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Here are the actual measured frequency responses of various pickups in the wild, 
vis-à-vis the XR Spectra pickup (blue line near the top): 

If you want the tones you hear on a record, say, for example, a Fender Stratocaster 
pickup, you can insert an EQ that follows your desired frequency response curve, 
immediately after the pickup output, before anything else in your effects chain, esp. 
before any high gain. The greatest advantage of pickups with a relatively flat 
frequency response is that it is straightforward to emulate other pickups using a 2nd 
order parametric EQ with controls for 1) The resonant frequency and 2) Q 
(resonance). This table (by Helmuth E. W. Lemme) can help you get 
started: Resonant frequencies of some well-know pickups. 

Beyond emulating other pickups, you are free to explore the wide open frequency 
space with no filters. You get the play with the full 20Hz to 20kHz (and beyond, if 
you do have bat ears). You do the filtering, not the pickup. 
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High-Gain

✏  Important Note: On high-gain applications, it is a must to turn down the 
treble at the frequencies noted above (2-6kHz) prior to high-gain stages. High-
gain distortion sounds awfully harsh with full-spectrum pickups. High frequency 
intermodulations are nasty and extremely displeasing to the ear. Use a pre-filter 
such as the Tone Block to trim down the highs before anything else. 

Broadband Noise

Hum is virtually non-existent with the XR-Spectra due to the double hum-cancelling 
Mid-Z coils and extensive shielding. Lower impedance coils are less susceptible to 
electromagnetic and electrostatic noise and the XR-Spectra preamplifier employs a 
balanced noise-cancelling front-end. 

The more important issue is broadband noise (hiss) introduced by the active 
electronics (the preamplifier). The preamplifier has to be very quiet (The XR-Spectra 
uses Toshiba ultra low noise transistors). But do take note that the hiss is higher than 
the active EMG 81 by around 5-6dB. The reason is because the preamp has to push 
the gain significantly more than the EMGs which has higher output from the coils to 
begin with. The EMG's preamp gain is 3x while the XR-Spectra has a gain of 40x. 

Yet, hiss level is so much well below the hum level and is not perceptible at all; until 
you push the gain. Unlike microphones, guitar pickups are in a precarious place in 
the signal path since they sit at the very beginning before high-gain stages 
(compressors, distortions, overdrives, preamps, etc. which can push the gain to such 
excessive levels). The recommendations for really high-gain applications are: 

1. Use a pre-filter per channel at around 2-6kHz (as noted above, high gain 
distortion sounds awfully harsh with full-spectrum “Hi-Fi” pickups. 

2. Use a noise gate, or a gentle downward expander set above the noise 
threshold, on each channel. 
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Active Mode

The XR-Spectra pickup can be configured as active with the included preamplifier. 
The preamp board is installed by default underneath the pickup.  

Preamp Board Pinout

The header connector is a standard 2x5, 2.54mm pin header. 

Main I/O Standard EMG-compatible header for connecting to: 

• VCC: Power (9v-18v) 
• GND: Ground 
• OUT: Audio output 

The XR Spectra pickup has reverse polarity protection.
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💡 Tip. When an external coil is connected, for a double-width configuration, you 
can connect the Ext. Shunt pins to an SPST switch to allow switching from single-
width to double width. 

⚠  Warning: When tying the outputs of two or more XR Spectra preamps, make 
sure that the Mix Shunt is removed. Coupling two preamp outputs together (e.g. 
with a pickup selector) without the mixing resistor can be disastrous. 

Stand-alone

The preamp board can be used stand-alone. There are occasions when you want to 
do so.  For example, a single preamp can be placed after the switch to minimize 
power consumption. For instance a 3 pickup configuration will always consume 3x 
the power of each preamp, regardless if the pickup is switched in or not. 

Another use-case is placing the preamp outside the guitar in a stomp-box/pedal or 
perhaps even inlined in the cable itself. By doing so, you can make the guitar purely 
passive, without the need for batteries. 

The preamp board has a small 
jumper solder pads at the bottom 
side of the board, labeled JP1 in 
the image at the right. Shorting this 
jumper pads will bypass the 
connector to the internal coils. 
Then, you can utilize the External 
Coil pins to connect to your 
pickups. 

External Coil Optional connection to an external XR Spectra pickup wired in 
passive mode, for a double-width (PAF humbucker profile) 
configuration. 

• C+: External coil hot 
• GND: Ground 
• C-: External coil cold

Ext. Shunt A shunt is placed here by default. Remove the shunt of you intend 
to connect to an external coil.

Mix Shunt Placing a shunt here will disable the mixing resistor. The mixing 
resistor needs to be disabled when connecting to the Tone Block 
(see below).
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Passive Mode

The XR-Spectra pickup can be configured as passive (no electronics, no batteries) by 
replacing the Preamp board (installed by default underneath the pickup), with the 
Passive board (also included). 

Passive Board Pinout

The header connector is a standard 2x5, 2.54mm pin header. There are six pins 
(three pins each) for both the Main I/O and External Coil: hot, cold and ground, plus 
four more for the configuration pins, for a total of 10 pins (3+3+4). The Main I/O is 
fully balanced, with connections to hot (OUT+), cold (OUT-) and ground (GND). 
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The passive output can connect to a balanced XLR connector 
for superior noise rejection and ultra low-noise performance, 
direct to the mixing board, audio interface, or external gear 
with XLR inputs. Alternatively, the balanced output can 
connect to a balanced ¼ TRS jack, assuming again that your 
endpoint supports it (many mixing boards and audio 
interfaces do). 

Passive Configuration

The configuration pins are provided for wiring one or more passive XR-Spectra 
pickups as single, dual series or dual parallel, for maximum flexibility. These pins 
can be configured using header shunts (included), or toggle switches (user 
provided). 

All coils are dual-coil humbucking, even in single mode. Here’s the schematic 
symbol for the (humbucking) double opposing coils: 

C+ is connected to the first coil’s inner terminal, C- is connected to the second coil’s 
inner terminal, and both coils’ outer terminals are tied together. 

Main I/O 3-pin header for connecting to: 

• OUT+: Main coil hot 
• GND: Ground 
• OUT-: Main coil cold

External Coil Optional connection to an external XR Spectra pickup wired in 
passive mode, for a double-width (PAF humbucker profile) 
configuration. 

• C+: External coil hot 
• GND: Ground 
• C-: External coil cold

Config Coil configuration pins. See below.
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✏  Note: There’s no connection to ground. The coils are not referenced to ground. 
The ground connection merely acts as shield, for fully balanced operation. 

Single Configuration

A single-width pickup has its own distinct character with a tightly focused magnetic 
field. With the single configuration, the main coil’s C+ terminal is connected to 
OUT+ and C- terminal is connected to OUT-: 
 

Parallel Configuration
 

When wiring two XR Spectra pickups, parallel wiring will move the total resonant 
frequency upwards, while series wiring (see below) will move the resonant frequency 
downwards. In theory it does not matter if the upward or downward shifts are still 
above the human hearing range. 
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With the parallel configuration, an external coil is connected to the main coil such 
that both coils’ C+ and C- terminals are tied together: 
 

Series Configuration
 

Series wiring doubles the output compared to parallel wiring, resulting in a hotter 
overall volume. In general, for dual-width wiring, series connection is preferable. 

Finally, with the series configuration, an external coil is connected to the main coil 
such that the main coil’s C- is connected to OUT-, the main coil’s C+ is connected to 
the external coil’s C-, and the external coil’s C+ is connected to OUT+: 
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💡 Tip. Instead of hard-wiring the connections, the configuration pins may be 
connected to switches to allow wiring changes on the fly. Take note that all 
configurations are always noise free “humbucking”. 

Out of phase wiring can be achieved by simply reversing the connections to the 
coil’s C+ and C- connections.  

Dual-Width Configuration

The preamp board (see Active Mode) allows connection to an external passive XR 
Spectra via its External Coil pins. For a dual-width pickup configuration, you will 
need two XR Spectra pickups, one configured active and another configured 
passive. Using a short 3-pin female connector, connect the Main I/O pins of the 
passive board to the External Coil pins of the active board, but in reverse (flip the 
connector upside down): 

Take particular attention to the reversed connection. Why is it connected in reverse? 
We want to connect the main coil and an external coil in series. To do that, we want 
to connect the main coil’s C+ terminal to the external coil’s C- terminal as shown in 
the diagram below (see the Passive Configuration section). 
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Out of Phase

Flipping the connector upside down swaps the C+ (red) and C- (white) terminals. 

✏  Note: Make sure to remove the shunt in the active board’s Ext Shunt pins. 
Ideally, you can connect the Ext. Shunt pins to an SPDT switch to allow switching 
from single-width to double width. 

✏  Note: The passive board is configured as single because you are not connecting 
anything to its External Coil pins. Instead, you are connecting its Main I/O pins to 
the External Coil pins of the active board. But do take note that this arrangement 
allows for connecting more than two pickups together by cascading other passive 
XR Spectra pickups via their External Coil pins. This arrangement allows for Triple 
width or even Quad width pickups (or more). 

Tone Block

Available with the active XR Spectra configuration, the optional Tone Block is a small 
passive second-order (two-pole) resonant RLC filter with variable frequency and Q 
(resonance). It is specifically designed as post filter for the XR Spectra pickups, 
giving you the freedom to change each pickup’s character on the fly. 

This second-order filter consists of an inductor, multiple capacitors and resistors in a 
parallel power of 2 configuration, switched using two miniature rotary hex switches, 
giving you 16 positions for frequency and another 16 positions for Q. The second-
order filter provides a -12dB/octave (-40dB/decade) roll-off, which is exactly the 
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response of a traditional high impedance passive pickup that the Tone Block is 
meant to emulate. 

The XR Spectra plus the Tone Block allows you to dial in the characteristics of 
virtually any pickup. 

✏  Important Note: Make sure to place a shunt in the active board’s Mix Shunt 
pins when connected to a Tone Block. The shunt will disable the preamplifier’s 
mixing resistor. The Tone block has its own mixing resistor. 

The first rotary hex switch controls the cutoff-frequency from 1.5kHz up to 5kHz plus 
one all-pass setting. The sweet frequencies from 2kHz to 5kHz give you the classic 
tones of electric guitars. The human ear is most sensitive to frequencies in this 
range. As a rough guide, at 2kHz, the tone is characterized as warm and mellow; at 
3kHz, brilliant or present; at 4kHz, piercing; and at 5kHz, more brittle and thin. 

The second rotary hex switch controls the Q of the filter. Q determines the 
steepness of the curve and amplitude of the peak at resonance. The higher the Q, 
the narrower, sharper and higher the peak. A tall and narrow peak yields a more 
pronounced filter effect at the cutoff-frequency. A gentler slope yields a mellower, 
rounded tone. Q is continuously variable from 0.707 to 5. 
Here’s a graph that shows the actual frequency response of the Tone Block 
(frequency = 3.5 kHz, Q = 5). 

F = 3.5kHz, Q = 5 
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Tone Block Pinout

Input Tone Block Input. A standard EMG-compatible header for 
connecting to the output of the XR Spectra preamp. 

• VCC: Power (9v-18v) 
• GND: Ground 
• IN: Audio input

Output Tone Block Output. A standard EMG-compatible header for 
connecting to the main audio output. 

• VCC: Power (9v-18v) 
• GND: Ground 
• MIX: Audio output

Ext. Cap Connect a capacitor here to lower the frequency range of the 
Tone Block (see below).
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⚠  Warning: When tying the outputs of two or more Tone Blocks, make sure that 
the Mix Shunts are removed. Coupling two Tone Block outputs together (e.g. with a 
pickup selector) without the mixing resistor can be disastrous. 

Tone Block Frequencies

The 16 position frequency rotary hex switch has presets that follow an exponential 
curve most suitable for human perception. The preset frequencies are found in the 
Preset Frequency column in the table below. These are the sweet frequencies from 
2kHz to 5kHz that give you the classic tones of electric guitars. Position 16 (not 
shown in the graph) essentially bypasses the Tone Block. 

It is possible to lower the frequency range of the Tone Block by connecting an 
external capacitor to the Ext. Cap pins. For example, a 0.1uF external capacitor will 
yield the frequencies in the third column below: 

Mix Shunt Placing a shunt here will disable the mixing resistor. The mixing 
resistor needs to be disabled when connecting to the input of 
another Tone Block.

Position Preset Frequency With External 0.1uF Capacitor

1 1230Hz 992Hz

2 1271Hz 1013Hz

3 1330Hz 1042Hz
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💡 Tip. Instead of hard-wiring an external capacitor to the Ext. Cap pins, you can 
use another SPST switch to switch the capacitor in and out. The lower (darker) 
frequency range is most suitable for high gain and heavy distortion, especially with a 
2-pickup, dual-width configuration. 

💡 Tip. The Q (resonance) can also be continuously controlled externally by placing 
a small (2k to 5k) potentiometer (wired as a rheostat, using only two terminals: low 
values increase Q) in series with the input signal. 

✏  Note: The rotary switches turn continuously. Turning clockwise from position 16 
brings you back to position 1. 

⚠  Warning: The mechanical rotary switches have a lifetime of 20,000 actuations 
(minimum). The Tone Block is not designed for frequent setting changes. The rotary 
switches are not meant to be used like a guitar volume knob.

4 1383Hz 1067Hz

5 1422Hz 1085Hz

6 1488Hz 1113Hz

7 1585Hz 1152Hz

8 1677Hz 1186Hz

9 1809Hz 1230Hz

10 1950Hz 1271Hz

11 2184Hz 1330Hz

12 2447Hz 1383Hz

13 2686Hz 1422Hz

14 3228Hz 1488Hz

15 4842Hz 1585Hz

16 ∞ ∞

Position Preset Frequency With External 0.1uF Capacitor
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